Trigonometry is among the mathematics subjects that students have difficulty understanding due to the lack of proper understanding of the basic concepts. Research on radian, a concept that is among the fundamental concepts of trigonometry, has revealed that teachers, pre-service teachers and students lack, in some regards, proper conceptual knowledge about the subject term. Accordingly, studies on the issue bear particular importance. In the relevant literature, studies on the concept of radian focus mainly on students and pre-service teachers. However, there are not any national and contemporary studies that are conducted with teachers. In view of these, the current study aims to analyze mathematics teachers' ways of understanding of the concept of radian. In this regard, the study attempts to explore the reasons behind teachers' lack of conceptual knowledge regarding the concept of radian and to propose solutions that would help eliminate these reasons. The study employs case study method. The sample group consists of 41 in-service mathematics teachers who work in different types of schools. General Information Form and Concept Test developed by the researchers of the study as well as unstructured face-to-face interviews were utilized as data collection tools. As a consequence, majority of the participant teachers were found to lack an accurate and complete understanding of the concept of radian and to have some conceptual misunderstandings regarding the subject. In the conclusion section, findings of the study are discussed in relation to the relevant literature and some recommendations are made for teaching the concept of radian more efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is, by nature, a cumulative and sequential discipline. The words cumulative and sequential here are used to mark the fact that mathematical concepts and systems are built on each other. Accordingly, when studying mathematics, mathematical concepts are used and structured in a way that they are interrelated. As a result, mathematical concepts make sense in relation to other relevant concepts and form a foundation for mathematical structures. In this regard, Baki (2014, p. 259) suggests that mathematical concepts do not have any meaning by themselves; instead, they gain meaning when they are handled in relation to concepts in their relevant groups. Thus, it can be said that understanding mathematical concepts in connection with other relevant concepts forms a basis for conceptual understanding. Conceptual understanding is a process related with mental sense making about mathematical concepts, principles and definitions. Yanık (2016, p. 102) defines this process as a process of transforming new knowledge into a systematic structure with its connections after assessing it in the light of prior knowledge and understanding.
Conceptual understanding has a significant role in mathematics education and hence, in the relevant literature, there are many studies (Ay and Başbay, 2017; Çakmak and Durmuş, 2015; Kertil, Erbaş and Çetinkaya, 2017; Siegler and Lortie-Forgues, 2015; Simon, 2017) that Thus, the angle CAB given in Figure 1 equals to 1.16 radians. An important point to note here is that radian measure of the arc of BC corresponds to a real number as a mathematical ratio. When the helical function is considered (when we move the real number axis onto the unit circle), it is seen that a radian value is obtained for each real number on the number line. Because the domain and codomain of trigonometric functions are of the radian-type, the concept of radian can be seen as one of the basic concepts underlying trigonometry teaching. However, as a result of teaching trigonometric functions in schools with using the right-angled triangle and degree values of its internal angles, the students do not have a full and relational sense of the subject. Orhun (2004) supports this idea in his work and states that students understand trigonometry as relations between the sides and angles of a right-angled triangle. e-ISSN: http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/ The most comprehensive study in the literature which deals with the concept of radian is Fi's (2003) doctoral thesis. In the thesis, Fi investigated pre-service teachers' subject matter content knowledge of trigonometry as well as their pedagogical content knowledge and focused on their understanding of the concept of radian for this purpose. Fi concluded that pre-service teachers were able to convert radians to degrees or vice versa; however, they were unable to define radian as a ratio of two lengths and lacked a deep understanding as to what radian measure meant. In the subject study, it was also observed that pre-service teachers were more comfortable with degree measurements of angles and considered π as the unit used in radian measurement while also considering 1 radian as equivalent to 180 0 . Other than this, Topçu, Kertil, Yılmaz and Önder (2006) carried out a study with 37 pre-service teachers and 14 inservice teachers. In their study, they addressed the concept images of pre-service and in-service teachers regarding the concept of radian and explored the origins of these concept images. As a consequence of their study, participants were found to have rather limited concept images regarding the concept of radian and the concept of degree was determined as the origin of these images. They used the formula D/180 = R/π for defining radian and none of the participants defined radian as the ratio of two lengths. It was also found out that participants did not consider radian and π as real numbers. Tuna (2013) conducted a conceptual analysis of 93 pre-service teachers' knowledge on the concepts of degree and radian in his study and had similar results. It was concluded that only 8.6% of pre-service teachers were able to define the concept of radian correctly. Almost 90% of pre-service teachers used phrases such as "The expression of degree in terms of π", "The unit of length of degree", "I just know the formula of D/180 = R/π", "I do not know what radian is" when defining radian. Akkoç (2008) obtained parallel results from her study conducted on 42 pre-service teachers with the aim of revealing pre-service teachers' concept images of radian and the possible origins of these images. In the end, she concluded that pre-service teachers had more concept images of degree than concept images of radian and therefore, they had difficulty making sense of trigonometric functions of real numbers. In the same study, it was observed that pre-service teachers tended to use variables of trigonometric functions not in real numbers but in degrees and had two distinct concept images of the number π. Of them, the first one involved π as an angle value while the second one included π as a real number. As a direct consequence of this, pre-service teachers were found to show the position of the number π on x axis as the one that corresponds to 180. In a similar study of Kang (2003) which was conducted on 33 pre-service teachers, it's concluded that teachers did not know the domain of trigonometric functions was all real numbers. As to the reason for this lack of knowledge, it was suggested that the angle is not clearly indicated to be a real number in the definition of trigonometric functions. Besides, Kang stated that defining 1 radian without first defining radian itself and expressing the relation between radian and degree only through the formula D/180 = R/π inhibited learning radian conceptually and grasping its connection with real numbers.
When the above studies are examined, it is seen that the elements which obstruct to understand the radian concept in general are similar. These elements can be expressed as; the radian cannot be defined as the ratio of two lengths and accordingly cannot be predicted to correspond to a real number, the radian cannot be related to unit circle and trigonometric functions, and π cannot be interpreted related with the concept of radian. It appears that the elements mentioned here are also presented as basic points for the correct understanding of the radian concept in different studies (Akbaş, 2008; Akkoç, 2008; Akkoç ve Gül, 2010; Fi, 2003; Maor, 1998; Moore, 2012; Tuna, 2013; Topçu, Kertil, Yılmaz, Akkoç ve Önder, 2006; Thompson, Carlson & Silverman, 2007) . These elements were used for the construction of subproblems of this study. Apart from the above mentioned studies, it is revealed in different studies (Akkoç ve Gül, 2010; Kang, 2003; Orhun, 2004; Steckroth, 2007; Turanlı, Keçeli ve Türker, 2007 ) that students and prospective teachers have lack of conceptual knowledge about the concept of radian. Therefore, it seems that there are some obstacles in understanding the subject concept. So, there is a need to make current assessment studies about how mathematics teachers understand the concept of radian. With the results of the study, suggestions for the solutions of observed problems can be developed by clear up the nature of today's learning environments. So, the aim of this study is to investigate how mathematics teachers make sense of the radiance concept. The sub problems of the study are as follows.
 How do mathematics teachers define the concept of radian?  How do the mathematics teachers connect the radian concept with the unit circle?  How do the mathematics teachers connect the radian concept with the trigonometric functions?  How do mathematics teachers make sense of π?
METHOD
In the present study, case study method was preferred since the aim is to conduct an indepth analysis of how mathematics teachers make sense of a special mathematics concept and how they connect it with other concepts. Case study emerges as a research method that allows fact and phenomena to be investigated deeply from a holistic perspective and within their natural settings (Yin, 2003; Zainal, 2007) . The aim in case studies is not generalizing to the target population, but to generate theoretical propositions by deriving analytical generalizations about a case (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2013) . Considering the study sample, the study will attempt to identify factors that pose an obstacle in the process of making a correct sense of the concept of radian and propose recommendations for the elimination of these factors.
In the study, holistic multiple-case study design was employed. In this design, a series of phenomena, each of which lends itself to holistic interpretation, is addressed and these phenomena are compared to each other (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2013) . Since the study is conducted with in-service mathematics teachers from different schools using the same data collection tools and the resultant data are compared to each other, the subject design was considered appropriate for this study.
Participants/subjects
The sample group consisted of 41 in-service mathematics teachers from different types of schools in Ordu province. Maximum diversity sampling from purposive sampling methods was utilized in the selection of the participants. In purposive sampling, the main concern is to select cases that offer abundance of information so that it is possible to carry out a more in-depth research (Patton, 2014; p. 230) . As this study was carried out with mathematics teachers in particular, purposive sampling method was used. The idea behind maximum diversity sampling, on the other hand, is not making generalizations. It aims to ensure maximum representation of the characteristics of individuals who the research question seeks to understand (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2013. In accordance with this aim, 41 in-service voluntary teachers were selected from mathematics teachers working in different types of schools in Ordu province of Turkey. Demographic information about the participants of the study is given in 
Data Collection Tools
Three data collection tools were utilized in the study. One was the General Information Form (GIF) which was prepared to determine the demographic characteristics of the participant teachers. Questions in the GIF were set to identify types of schools teachers worked in as well as their professional seniority and educational attainment. Other data collection tools, on the other hand, intended to define teachers' ways of understanding of the concept of radian. They were Concept Test (CT) and Unstructured Interviews (UI).
The categories created at the end of the literature review were used in the determination of the questions in CT. In view of these, the concept of radian was handled under four categories within the scope of the study, namely definition of the concept of radian (DR), connection of the concept of radian to the unit circle (CUC), connection of the concept of radian to trigonometric functions (CTF), the meaning of the number π (MNP). CT was designed by researchers in accordance with the theoretical framework of the study and involved one open-ended question about each category. For setting the questions of the CT, studies by Fi (2003) , Topçu, Kertil, Yılmaz and Önder (2006) and by Akkoç (2008) were utilized. CT included a total of four open-ended questions. Two academics (1 Assoc. Prof. and 1 Assist. Prof.) were consulted in determining the validity of the questions in CT and final versions of the questions were established in the light of their feedback. In this process, the opinions of experts were discussed and some of the regulations were made in expressions used in the questions at agreed points by the results of this discussion. As to UI, it was adopted for an in-depth analysis and interpretation of the responses given to CT. Indeed, Chadwick, Bahr and Albrecht (1984) defined UI as a discovery-oriented interview process without any prior expectation about questions and hence responses. In UI, researchers attempt to discover some specific issues with interviewees and if they discover some special areas about their research question, they can also try to investigate these areas in detail by means of more elaborate questions (Brannigan, 1985; Chadwick et al., 1984) . Accordingly, UI were considered appropriate for the purposes of the present study.
After necessary permission was taken from Ordu Provincial Directorate of National Education, different types of schools in Ordu province were visited and teachers were informed about the research via face-to-face interviews. Following this process, research plan was designed with teachers who volunteered to take part in the research. In accordance with the plan, research data were collected in two steps. In the first step, with the help of school authorities, times when all voluntary mathematics teachers were available for meeting up were determined for each school. At these times, data collection tools, which were in the form of written documents, were administered to all voluntary teachers. In the process of implementation, teachers were expected to answer the questions in CT individually with no time restriction. Next, each teacher was contacted and the most appropriate UI time for each was determined. Later on, interviews were conducted at the previously organized times. This constituted the second step of the data collection process. Some teachers were available for UI just after CT while others suggested having their UI at later times. With the permission of teachers, UIs were recorded throughout the interview processes. UIs lasted 30 to 60 minutes and all the content was transcribed following the interviews. The objective of UIs undertaken within the scope of this study was to correctly understand the content and meaning of the responses that could not be coded easily and to make these responses viable for data analysis. In this context, UI emerge as an important factor that ensured the validity of the research. Thus, not all questions in the CT were directed to teachers during UIs; instead, more emphasis was laid on some specific questions. Three teachers (T 5 , T 7 and T 28 ) did not participate in UIs due to their personal choices.
Analysis of the Data
Participant teachers' responses to the questions in the CT were analyzed and interpreted within the theoretical framework defined by the researchers. Each response that was relevant to a category in the theoretical framework were expressed under the components Response (R), Type of Response (TR), Quality of Response (QR), Expression Used (EU), Respondent Teachers (RT) Frequency of Response (f) and Total Frequency (tf). In the interpretation of the findings, frequency (f) values of the relevant components were used. The frequency values are given in parentheses in addition to the teachers' statements in the discussion section.
Of these components, Response (R) indicated the conclusion teachers reached in the calculation processes and hence, named as the solution of the question. Most of the time, it was just a brief statement. Type of Response (TR) was used only for the first question of the CT, because it allowed the responses in the respective category to be interpreted under different themes. In the category of Quality of Response (QR), content analysis was undertaken and teachers' written responses to the CT and the explanations they proposed for these responses in UIs were interpreted together. In this process, codes were used in accordance with the evaluation criteria provided in Table 2 , and with some guidance from studies by Peterson and Treagust (1989) , Abraham, Williamson and Westbrook (1994) , Marek (1986) , Ayas and Coştu (2002) and Karataş (2002) . During the coding process, transcriptions of the UIs conducted with the participant teachers were read line-by-line in an attempt to prepare a structure and code list that could be used for all the responses given to the questions in the CT. Due to a lack of a conceptual structure that would provide guidance during the analysis of the data, such a structure was designed by the researcher. Therefore, this coding system can be named coding based on the concepts derived from the data (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2013, p.264) . For the aforementioned coding, two academics who were experts in the area were consulted and the analyses were verified. In the Expression Used (EU) section, main expressions that teachers wanted to explain and underlined in their responses during the UIs were detected. In the Respondent Teachers (RT) section, numerical codes were used for referring to the participant teachers and the symbol T n was used to indicate the nth teacher in the study and R for the researcher. While Frequency of Response (f) denoted the number of teachers who gave a given response, Total Frequency (tf) indicated the total number of teachers who gave the responses in a given category.
Presentation of the results was based on the theoretical framework defined by the researcher. Considering the categories that constituted the basis for making sense of the concept of radian in connection with other concepts, a comparison was made between the frequency and percentage values of the different types of responses in these categories. After the reasons and results of the findings of the study were discussed, findings of the present study were compared and contrasted with those of past studies.
FINDINGS

Findings and Comments regarding the DR Category
As a result of the study, findings given in Table 3 were obtained when teachers' responses to the first question read "Please define the term radian, an angular measurement unit" was examined. The length of an arc that subtends a one-degree angle is equal to 1 radian.
T 3 , T 7 , T 9 5
The measure of an arc, length of which is equal to the length of the radius is called 1 radian.
T 23
We define the area which subtends a one-unit arc and radius of which is equal to one unit as 1 radian.
T 37
Responses involving the definition of radian PCR It is an angular measurement unit that divides a 360-degree circular angle into 2π equal parts.
T 4 4
It is the length of the arc that is formed by an angle.
T 30 , T 32 , T 35 IR It is a measurement unit and is known as π. T 5 , T 24 , T 25, T 28 , T 38 7 It equals to the ratio of circumference to diameter. It is indicated by π. According to data presented in Table 3 , none of the teachers provided a correct response to the first question of the concept test. If the other responses are examined, it is seen that a total of 20 teachers provided partially correct responses while 12 teachers gave incorrect responses and 9 of the teachers did not provide any response. PCR category responses about the definition of 1 radian were used for teachers who defined 1 radian instead of the term radian itself. These codes were also verified via UIs. UIs with those teachers whose responses about the definition of radian were in PCR category revealed that teachers were not able to fully define radian and that they usually regarded it as the length of an arc. Although the concept of radian is related to arc length, teachers who were able to respond correctly to the question could not actually e-ISSN: 2536-4758 http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/ 8 explain this relation. Excerpts from the interviews conducted with the teachers who provided partially correct responses are presented below.
PCR-Sample Case 1: An excerpt from the interview conducted with the participant teacher who was assigned the code T 30 is provided below.
T 30: Radian is the arc length of the circumscribed circle in a unit circle. What we call radian, we defined it as π. We defined the arc length in a unit circle as π. Therefore, expressing an arc length in π was called radian. R: Could you please show me a one-radian angle? T 30: Instead of a one-radian angle, you know we defined radian as length… it is not an angle… so your question should be like… a one-radian length… R: Isn't radian an angular measurement unit? T 30: It is an angular measurement unit, but as a length defined by that degree… R: O.K. Then let's show it… T 30: Look, assume that this equals to 20 degrees (points to the central angle that is subtended by the shaded arc), we consider this length that subtends this 20-degree angle as radian (points to the shaded arc).
R: If I asked you what is 20-degrees in radians, would you be able to calculate it? T 30: Yes, of course. It has a standard formula D/180=R/ π. We get the equation R= π/9 from the previous one. Here, π =180 degrees, however, it scans an area and it's the length π/9. So if you come towards this point it equals to π (draws a semicircle) and if you come towards this point, it equals to 2π. R: What exactly equals to π/9? T30: It is π/9 in radians. R: Is it possible to that we use π as 3.14? T 30: Yes, it is. That is, π/9=3.14/9=0.some value… So we've found the unit. R: O.K. In a circle with a radius of 5 units, what is the measure of a central angle which is subtended by a 10-unit arc in radians? How would you calculate this? T 30: We can do it like this. In the formula we use for arc length l= (2πrα) / 360, we put l =10 and r= 5 units and we calculate α in degrees. Then we can convert degrees to radians.
In the interview presented above, it is clear that T 30 connected the concept of radian only with the unit circle and was not able to define radian as the ratio of two lengths. This teacher perceived radian as the length of an arc that subtends a central angle in a unit circle. Although this knowledge is accurate, it is seen that the same teacher had difficulty using radian as an angular measurement unit and could not understand and make sense of a one-radian angle.
PCR-Sample Case 2:
An excerpt from the interview conducted with the participant teacher who was assigned the code T 35 is provided below.
T 35: To be honest, I don't know exactly, but I think it is the length of an arc that is scanned by an angle. R: In a unit circle or in all circles? T 35: I don't know.
In the interview with T 35, the teacher defined radian as arc length; however, this teacher was not able to provide any further explanations. In a similar way, T 32 who provided a partially correct response to the first question of the CT was also not quite sure about their response. Excerpts from the interviews with 12 teachers whose responses to the first question of CT were incorrect are provided below.
IR-Sample Case 1:
An excerpt from the interview conducted with the participant teacher who was assigned the code T 22 is provided below. It is obvious from the interview with T 22 in that this teacher defined radian as π and believed that the number π equals to 1 radian.
IR-Sample Case 2:
An excerpt from the interview conducted with the participant teacher who was assigned the code T 9 is provided below.
T 9: A central angle that is subtended by an arc with the same length as the radius is equal to 1 radian. R: Could you please provide a general definition for radian? T 9: This is the definition of radian; this is what we teach our students when defining radian. In a circle, a central angle that is subtended by an arc with the same length as the radius is equal to 1 radian. R: Radian or 1 radian? T 9: This is the way radian can be defined. It doesn't have another definition. R: If I asked you the magnitude of the arc in the image (points to the scanned arc), what would be your answer?
T9: We can identify it using this angle. Each arc that subtends a one-degree angle equals to 1 radian. Magnitude of a given angle is equal to the same amount of radians. That is, if this is 60 degrees, it is also 60 here… (corrects their response) π/3 radians.
As the equivalent of degree. R: Would you please draw 1 radian for me? T 9: This is 1 radian (points to the arc that subtends a one-degree angle). If my degree is 1 unit, I would use D=1 in the formula D/180=R/π and get R= π/180. And so, this is equal to 1 degree. Anyway, π is equal to 180 degrees.
As a result of the interview with T 9 , it was revealed that this teacher defined radian correctly at the beginning of the interview; however, since this teacher perceived π/180 radians as 1 radian, their response was marked as incorrect. Teacher T 9 tried to define the concept of radian within the context of a unit circle, but, failed to provide correct responses as they could not see the connection between radian and degree.
Findings and Comments regarding the CUC Category
Analysis of the teachers' responses to the second question of the CT namely "How many radians are there in a circle?" yielded the findings presented in Table 4 . A circle equals to 360 0 . In the formula D/180=R/π, it is calculated by using D=360.
T 2 , T 31 2
Since π=180 0 , there are 2π radians. T 5, T 33 2 Circumference=2π.1=2π radians.
T 26 1
Because the number of one-unit arcs is 2π. T 37 1 1 degree is equal to 0.017 radians; hence if we calculate 360/0.017, it makes 6.28.
T 8 1
If we assume that 1 radian is approximately 56 0 , then we get 6.28 radians.
T 19 1
There are 6.28 radians.
CR Because circumference=2πr=2. 3.14.r =6.28. r T 12 , T 15 2 2
There are π radians. IR In a unit circle, the number of radians equals to π=Circumference/2.
T 22 , T 23 2 3 Because π equals to radian.
T 25 1 There are 2r radians.
IR
Since the circumference of a circle equals to 2πr, we can write π.2r. In brief, there are 2r radians.
T 10 , T 30 2 2
There are 2 radians.
Two semi-circles put together make 2π radians.
In brief, the number of radians is 2.
T 1 1 1
There is 1 radian.
It is the ratio of circumference to diameter. That is, it equals to π.
T 38 1 1
There are 360 radians.
The length of an arc that subtends a one-degree angle is 1 radian. If Table 4 is examined, it is clear that 10 teachers in the sample gave correct responses to the second question of the CT. Responses of 25 teachers, on the other hand, were either incorrect or partially correct. Finally, 4 teachers failed to respond to the question.
As a result of the interviews with those whose responses to the 2 nd question were correct, it was revealed that T 2 and T 31 stated that there were 2π radians in a circle, however, they could calculate this only through the formula D/180=R/π and could not offer any further comments. Therefore, their responses were coded as ICR. As to the teachers who were assigned the codes T 8 and T 19 , they could respond correctly only after making some calculations although there was no need for calculations. These two teachers' calculations are presented below.
Teacher T 19 's Response:
T 19 : Considering the formula 2πr.α/360=r, we get α=360/2. 3.14. That is, α=360/6.28. And it can be accepted approximately as 56 degrees. And considering this, since an arc of circumference equals to 360 degrees, there are 350/56=6. … radians.
Teacher T 8 's Response:
T 8 : If the length of a circle is calculated using 2πr, we find 1 0 =2π/360= π/180=0.017 radians. There are 360 0 /0.017=6.282 radians.
16 of the 17 teachers (except for T 5 ) whose responses to the 2 nd question of the concept test were partially correct said that there are 2π radians in a circle; however, this was only memorized knowledge and they could not explain the reason for this response. Relevant interview excerpts are presented below.
PCR-Sample Case 1:
T 26 : As r=1 in a unit circle, a full circular angle is called 2π radians. Therefore, its half equals to π radian. R: Why 2π radians? T 26 : 1 π corresponds to 180 degrees, and so 2π = 360 degrees. But, I do not remember why it was named π or why π was defined as 180.
If the response of the teacher T 26 is examined, it is seen that this response was correct, yet this teacher was not able to explain the reasons for their answer. The fact that the teacher calculated the circumference of a unit circle could be taken to imply that this teacher perceived e-ISSN: 2536-4758 http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/ radian as the length of an arc; however, it was revealed in the interview that this teacher had actually memorized that a full circular angle equals to 2π.
PCR-Sample Case 2:
T 34: The unit circle is 360 degrees and equals to 2π radians. And 1 radian equals to 180 degrees. R: Then is it possible to say that there are 2 radians in a circle? T 34: There are two radians in a unit circle. Because handling it in relation to a unit circle is different from handling it from a trigonometric perspective. R: So you mean radian is a concept that is relevant only to a unit circle, right? T 34: Yes, this is my opinion.
Although teacher T34 responded correctly to the question, this was only memorized knowledge; because, the teacher could not justify their response and gave some wrong explanations about the concept through the end of the interview.
In the concept test, 8 teachers' responses to the 2 nd question was incorrect, interviews with these 8 teachers revealed that they actually had different misconceptions about the concept of radian. Teachers T 22 , T 23 , T 24 , T 25 , T 10 , T 1 and T 38 were seen to perceive radian as π. Therefore, it is possible to say that teachers whose responses were incorrect had quite similar misconceptions about the concept of radian. Some relevant interview excerpts are presented below.
IR-Sample Case 1:
Relevant excerpt from the interview with teacher T 30 is given below.
T 30: A full circle is 2π radians. R: How is it calculated? T 30: If we accept a full angle as 360 degrees, 360 degrees equal to 2π in a unit circle, because circumference equals to 2πr=2π.1=2π in a unit circle. Therefore, we get 2π=360 0 . R: So there are 2π radians, right? T 30: There are 2π radians in a unit circle. But, if you handle it as a length, you can put 3.14 in the formula. R: I couldn't understand what you've said. If I put the question differently, how many radians, do you think, are there in a circle? T 30: In a circle or unit circle? R: That doesn't make any difference. T 30: It does make a difference, because we handle it as a length and as the radius changes, so does the length. R: O.K. Then we take a general circle. T 30: In any given circle, it will be equal to 2πr. And radian will be equal to π times this measure. I mean. We can say that 2πr= π. 2r and hence, the result will be 2r. In this case, I change my answer. If we handle radian in a unit circle as π, there are 2 radians. But, only in a unit circle. In other circles, it varies depending on the radius.
Interview with the teacher assigned the code T 30 indicates that this teacher perceived radian as π.
IR-Sample Case 2:
Relevant excerpt from the interview with teacher T 3 is given below.
T 3: A one-radian angle in a unit circle equals to the length of an arc that subtends a onedegree angle. Therefore, there are 360 radians in a circle. R: Is it true for all circles or only for a unit circle? T 3: Only in relation to a unit circle. R: Then, if I asked you how many radians are there in a circle other than a unit circle, what would be your answer? T 3: I don't know. We teach the concept of radian as part of the trigonometry curriculum and thus, this is the only way I can explain it.
Interview conducted with the teacher who was assigned the code T 3 demonstrated that this teacher was able define radian only in relation to a unit circle and defined it as the length of an arc that subtended a one-degree angle. 
Findings and Comments regarding the CTF Category
As a result of the study, analysis of the teachers' responses to the third question of the CT namely "
; f(x)=x.cosx function is what you have. Please calculate f(60) (60 is given as a pure number and not as an amount with units of degrees)" yielded the findings presented in Table 5 . If Table 5 is examined, it is clear that 6 teachers' responses to the 3 rd question of the CT were correct. However, 5 of those teachers converted radian to degrees so as to be able to calculate the results. Only one teacher (T 41 ) was able to answer the question in radians.
CR-Sample Case:
Relevant excerpt from the interview with teacher T 41 is given below. T41: We can calculate it by converting 60 into degrees. R: Isn't it possible without conversion? I mean, is it possible we handle it in radians? T41: Yes, it is possible via calculations like proportionality. Is the number 60 a real one here? R: Yes, it is a real number. T41: Then, is it radian?... Yes… If we handle it in relation to a unit circle, what do 60 radians equal to (the teacher performs mathematical operations given on the left). For an arc of 3.48 units… If we subtract it from 3.14… The result is 3.48-3.14=0.34. T41: We take 9 rotations… It corresponds to this part (points to the point A in the drawing on the left). It is possible to use proportions to calculate the cosine value of the point A. If the cosine value of an arc of 1.57 units is 1, an arc of 1.23 units has a cosine value of… The result is 1.23/1.57= 0 dot something. This is Cos 60.
Teacher T 41 indicated that they could solve the problem by converting radian into degree. However, with the guidance of the interviewing researcher, this teacher was able to find the correct solution of the problem without conversion. Teacher T 41 was also able to solve the problem by means of the alternative solution they proposed, yet, it was not considered necessary to present it here. e-ISSN: 2536-4758 http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/ 3 of the participant teachers provided partially correct responses to the 3 rd question of the CT. Those teachers tried to convert radian to degree, yet they failed to do so due to calculation errors. The fact that participant teachers utilized approximate values for the solution of the problem led to considerable changes in the results. Nevertheless, teachers did not notice this change and could not answer the question correctly. Interview processes are not presented in this section due to the fact that most of the expressions that those teachers in question used in their solutions are demonstrated in Table 5 . 13 teachers' responses to the subject question were incorrect. Although those teachers indicated that in the question, 60 was not given in the form of degrees, they used this value as if it was given in the form of degrees. Despite the fact that they were reminded of this fact, they replied "I cannot think of another solution" (T 10 , T 31 ), "I don't how I can do it in another way" (T 4 , T 9, T 26 ), "No comments" (T 11 ), "I cannot calculate it unless the angle unit is provided" (T 19 )", "f is a function from R to R, therefore, it is true that cos 60=1/2." (T 8 , T 36 ), "It cannot be solved using the other method." (T 33 Teacher with the code T 20 had a misperception like T 37. More clearly, T 20 was of the opinion that trigonometric functions could be defined only when variables were provided in degrees.
Findings and Comments regarding the MNP Category
As a result of the study, findings given in Table 6 were obtained when teachers' responses to the fourth question which read "What is the meaning of the number π that we use in trigonometry? Please explain its connection with the real number π=3.14." was examined. They are different terms.
IR
They are not the same. There are two different π numbers. One is for angles and the other is for length.
T 20 , T 22 , T 23 , T 26 , T 38 , T 39 , T 40 11 Although their symbols are the same, the one that is used in trigonometry is π=180 0 .
T 31 , T 37 , T 34 Π is a value expressed in radians. As to π=3.14, it is a different approximate value that is used in the area. If the data in Table 6 are analyzed, it is seen that 2 teachers' responses to the fourth question were correct while 14 teachers' responses were partially correct. 12 of the teachers gave incorrect responses and 13 teachers did not responded to the question. Teachers whose responses were partially correct generally were of the opinion that a π-radian angle equaled to 180 0 . Although this explanation is true, it was seen in the interviews that teachers failed to justify their responses.
PCR-Sample Case:
Relevant excerpt from the interview with teacher T 14 is given below.
T 14: A central angle subtended by 1/360 of the circumference of a circle equals to 1 0 in magnitude. A central angle that is subtended by an arc with the same length as the radius of a circle equals to 1 radian. The formula for the circumference of a circle is C=2.π.r. And thus, half of the circumference of a circle is equal to π radians. That is, π radians equal to 180 0 . In this case, π=180 is wrong. It should be Π=3.14. R: We say that cos π= -1, is the number π here equals to 3.14? T 14: No. It is π=180 0 in that example. Alternatively, we can say that it is π radians. R: How do we determine that? T 14: In a high school setting, we always use it as degrees. R: Do you think the expression cos 3.14= -1 right? e-ISSN: 2536-4758 http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/ T 14: I don't know the reason actually. I need to check the course book, but in course books, it is always handled as degrees. Radian is not used. I don't know why it is so. R: Do we always use π in expressions with radians? T 14: Yes. For example, we say 2π radians.
In the interview excerpt shown above, teacher with the code T 14 responded to the fourth question of the CT correctly by stating that there are not two different π numbers. Yet, the same teacher found it difficult to accept radian as a real number and believed that an angle measured in radians should always involve some π expressions.
If teachers' incorrect responses to the fourth question of the CT are analyzed, it is clear that they all had different misconceptions.
IR-Sample Case:
Relevant excerpt from the interview with teacher T 6 is given below.
T 6: π is a value in radians. For example, π radians mean 180 degrees. 2π radians mean a full circle i.e. 360 0 . R: Do you think it has a connection with the real number π=3.14? T 6: I don't think so. I guess there isn't any connection, because we always use radian as degrees. Actually, this is the way this topic is explained in course books. For example, in Sin π/3, we assume π=180 0 and say that this angle which is a π/3-radian angle equals to 60 0 . This is what I think. R: O.K. Why is not radian represented by an alternative symbol but by the symbol π? T 6: I have never thought its reason before…. The number π is the number that equals to the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its perimeter. Its connection with this… I have no idea. This is how we teach it in our classes.
In the interview process explained above, teacher T 6 had incorrect knowledge on the issue. More clearly, this teacher believed that the number π in trigonometry was a special number which equals to 180 0 . Besides, the same teacher also thought that the number π did not have any connection with the real number 3.14 which is the number that expresses the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its perimeter. 13 teachers who did not respond to the fourth question of the CT were unable to provide any opinion regarding the question.
NR-Sample Case:
Relevant excerpt from the interview with teacher T 18 is given below.
T 18: The number π equals to the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its perimeter. R: Why do we assume that a number which equals to 3.14 is equal to 180 0 ? Or do they represent two different numbers? T 18: Circumference of a circle is equal to 2.π.r. Thus, π.r equals to half the circumference. And so, π radians equal to 180 0 . R: Which π do you mean when you say π radians? Is it the real number that equals to 3.14 or is it 180 0 ? T 18: I don't know.
DISCUSSION and RESULTS
As a result of the present study which aimed to discover mathematics teachers' ways of understanding of the concept of radian, teachers of mathematics were found to be unable to make a complete and correct sense of radian. Teachers were also unable to connect radian to the unit circle and trigonometric functions except for some specific cases. Finally, it was revealed that they failed to make a connection between radian and the real number form of the number π. In general, teachers utilized the formula D/180 = R/π for converting the measure of an angle given in degrees into one that is expressed in radians. As a consequence of this, however, they held that radian is a concept that always used in relation to π. When teachers were asked to explain the meaning of π, they usually responded 180 0 and pointed to the point (-1,0) on the unit circle. Teachers, in general, knew that π radians equal to 180 0 , yet they could not explain the reason for this. Therefore, it is possible to say that teachers had some memorized knowledge about the concept of radian; however, they did not have a deep conceptual understanding of it. Below, results obtained from each category used for the preparation of the CT will be discussed one-by-one.
In relation to the question in the category DR, it was seen that none of the participant teachers were able to provide a response that involved all the aspects of the valid response. The other correct responses with low frequency were questions in the categories MNP, CTF and CUC, respectively. In the category DR, majority of the teachers defined 1 radian, but none of them were able to define radian as a ratio of two lengths. Although this also replicates the results of various past studies (Fi, 2003; Topçu, Kertil, Yılmaz & Önder, 2006) , it demonstrates the origins of the different types of misconceptions. In that, teachers who did not know the subject meaning of radian connected it with arc length and the number π. Besides, they had difficulty considering radian as a real number. In the category DR, some incorrect responses with the highest frequency levels were "It is a measurement unit and is known as π." (5), "The length of an arc that subtends a one-degree angle is equal to 1 radian." (3) and "It is the ratio of circumference to diameter. It is expressed as π." (2). In view of these responses, it is seen that 17.07% of the participant teachers defined radian as π. In the interviews, it was discovered that those teachers perceived π as a unit of radian due to the term π-radian. This misunderstanding of teachers was also confirmed by the findings of various past studies (Fi, 2003; Tuna, 2013) . Responses in the category DR, 10 teachers were found to define radian as arc length. In the subsequent interviews, it was seen that teachers made explanations that contradicted their responses and were not consistent. In general, teachers expressed that this was how the concept of radian remained in their minds and they were not able to properly connect radian to arc length. This might imply that teachers actually had learnt the concept of radian accurately; but, they probably forgot this knowledge through time.
An analysis of the responses in the category CUC reveals that responses with the highest frequency were partially correct ones. As a result of the interviews concerning this section, 9 teachers replied the question about the reason for which there are 2πs in a circle as "There is no specific reason, I know it by heart." As to the others, they knew that a π-radian angle equals to the half of a unit circle; however, they could not justify this fact by explanations. Keçeli & Turanlı (2013) obtained similar findings in their study. Responses with the second highest frequency were the correct ones. If correct responses are analyzed, it is seen that the majority of the teachers used the formula 2πr/r=2π. Teachers explained its reason as "If an angle that is subtended by an arc of r length equals to 1 radian, then an angle that is subtended by an arc of 2πr, which is equal to the circumference of a circle, is equal to 2π radians." As this explanation is right, this response was assigned the code CR, but what did the participant teachers mean by the expression "2π"? Interviews with the 3 teachers who responded this way demonstrated that they used the expression 2π to mean approximately the real number 6.28 and that they perceived the concept of radian as a real number. Other teachers whose responses were categorized as CR, on the other hand, had difficulty perceiving π as a real number. Similarly, in a study by Topçu, Kertil, Yılmaz and Önder (2006) , participants were found to perceive π as a real number confirming also the findings of the present study. Incorrect responses in the category CUC included a variety of misunderstandings. Nevertheless, 6 teachers who responded as "there are π radians in a circle", "there are 2r radians in a circle" or "there is 1 radian in a circle" were found to perceive radian as π, as it was also the case in the DR category. In a similar way, a study by Fi (2003) also yielded similar conclusions.
In the category CTF, responses with the highest frequency were those categorized as no response. 15 teachers could not express any opinion regarding the question and left the response section blank. Those with the second highest frequency, on the other hand, were incorrect ones. Interviews with teachers to whom those responses belonged demonstrated that 8 teachers handled the number 60 in the form of degrees because, in general, they were not able to find an alternative solution. Teachers whose responses were partially correct considered the number 60 as radians and attempted to express it in the form of π; however, they failed to find the correct answer. In the interviews with those teachers, it was discovered that they believed in order for e-ISSN: 2536-4758 http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/ an expression specified in radians to be used in trigonometric functions, it should be expressed in the form of π. In the category CTF, it is seen that in the majority of the correct responses, the value that was originally in radians was converted either into degrees or into π. As a result of the interviews with teachers to whom these responses belonged, it was seen that except for one teacher, the others could not provide an alternative solution to the question. This is an indicator of the fact that teachers had difficulty considering radian as a real number and connecting it with the unit circle and trigonometric functions. In a study by Akkoç (2008) , pre-service teachers were found to have difficulty considering radian as a real number. In view of these, findings of that study and the present one can be considered to be similar.
In the category MNP, responses with the highest frequency were those categorized as no response, partially correct responses, incorrect responses and correct responses, respectively. The number of teachers who responded correctly to this question was 2. If partially correct and incorrect responses are analyzed, 10 teachers stated that "π radian units equal to 180 degrees in a unit circle", although they could not fully justify their explanations, 7 teachers, on the other hand, believed that there were two types of π. According to the participant teachers, of these two types, one was equal to the real number 3.14 while the other equaled to 180 degrees. In a study by Akkoç (2008) , pre-service teachers also suggested that there were two types of π. In this regard, findings of the afore-mentioned study confirm the findings of the present study.
If all the results that have been presented up to this point are analyzed, the following general remarks can be made about the results.
• Teachers know the definition of the concept of radian; however, they are not able to describe it as the ratio of two lengths. This is one of the major factors that lie behind their incomplete understanding of the concept of radian.
• In general, teachers know that there are 2π radians in a circle, yet they cannot interpret it properly since they are unable to use the number π as a real number.
• Some teachers perceive radian as π due to the use of the common expression "π radians." In such cases, the number π is usually perceived as the measurement unit of radian.
• In general, teachers are incapable of recognizing the concept of radian as a real number. Due to this fact, they have difficulty understanding the connection expressions which are put in radians without using the number π has with trigonometric functions or the unit circle.
These results have been replicated by some other studies conducted with students and pre-service teachers. Therefore, the fact that teachers' misunderstandings are similar to those of students and pre-service teachers is an indicator of their incomplete understanding about the concept of radian. Limited use of the concept in learning environments might be a reason for this. In our current education system, students follow a question-oriented study method due to their concerns about the university entrance examination they are expected to take. From past to present, curricula followed in our education system have always addressed angles in relation to trigonometry in the form of π radians. Therefore, students have never felt the need to use the concept of radian in different settings. As to teachers, it can be said that they had not been able to develop a sound conceptual understanding of radian since they teach to meet their students' needs in accordance with the curriculum. Some teachers emphasized this fact during the UIs as well. Those teachers indicated that they did not use the type of questions directed during the interviews since they did not need them for their classes and questions of subject type were not included in university entrance exams. Apart from these, some teachers stated that course books did not cover information and questions of that type. If a high school course book for 11th grade mathematics course (MoNE, 2016) is examined, it is seen that the only definition about radian is "a central angle that is subtended by an arc with the same length as the radius of the circle is equal to 1 radian" and it is stated in the course book that this definition means that a full circular arc equals to 2π radians. In the subject course book, it is also explained that 1 radian equals to 360/2π degrees that is to 57.30. This, in a way, explains teachers' inability to provide a general definition for radian; however, cannot justify their failure to depict radian as a real number. A brief examination of the exercises in the course book reveals that students are usually asked to convert degrees to π radians and exercises focus mainly on the formula D/180 =R/π. This can constitute one of the reasons for the inability to connect radian as a real number with trigonometric functions. Similarly, Kang (2003) argued that the way trigonometric functions and particularly the concept of radian were handled in curricula and course books made it harder for students to fully understand the subject. Briefly explained, some findings of the study might be explained by the way the concept of radian is addressed in course books. Nevertheless, in relation to the negative results, participant teachers are expected to recognize their potential in relation to their subject matter knowledge and to develop themselves in areas where there is need for improvement. Then Orhun (2004) states that learning difficulties that students experience when studying the concept of radian stem not only from curricula but also from teacher-centered and rote learning based instruction methods.
Although, initially teachers from Science/Social Sciences High schools and Anatolian High Schools were expected to be more competent in terms of their conceptual knowledge as per radian; the study has not detected a relationship between school type and conceptual knowledge. In a similar fashion, senior teachers were expected to have a richer repertoire of conceptual knowledge, yet no such finding was obtained. Some teachers with bachelor's degree were more proficient than their peers with master's degree. Yet, the participant teacher whose responses to the research questions were mostly correct was a PhD student. According to these findings, it is clear that variables that were observed so as to ensure maximum diversity did not exert the expected influence on research results.
Depending on the discussion of this study so far, two important points can be underlined in the meaningful learning of the concept of radian. Firstly, it should be conveyed that the real number which is not specified by a unit type and denotes the ratio of the length of an arc that subtends a central angle to the radius of a given circle indicates the magnitude of the subject angle in radians. This piece of knowledge plays a particular role in teaching that radian is a real number as well as in explaining the reason for which it does not have a unit. Considering this piece of knowledge, an individual will be able to grasp that the magnitude of a central angle in radians equals to the length of the arc it is subtended by. In this way, it will be possible to calculate the images of variables which are provided in real numbers in trigonometric functions. The second point to be underlined entails the fact that there are 2π≅6.28… radians in a circle. If possible, this fact should be reinforced via visualization. It can benefit from different teaching methods, computer aided environments and different software. Because, Steckroth (2007) mentions the positive effects of lessons on meaningful learning by visualizing the radian concept in computer-assisted environments. It is believed that these strategies would promote a complete understanding of the concept while also eliminating various misunderstandings to a certain extent. Considering that the participant teachers used course books for reference, it would be recommendable to cover important aspects about the concept of radian in course books and curricula. Besides, inclusion of concept-based open-ended questions, which resemble to those in the present study, in course books or teachers' books would enable teachers to recognize their own competence in relation to the subject concept and to offer their students concept-based learning processes.
Another step might be to organize concept-based seminars for teachers. These seminars can be designed as projects by various academics and can be held in the regions of service of those academics. This, as a result, would help teachers recognize their repertoires of conceptual knowledge and enhance teachers' competence in terms of subject matter knowledge. Findings of the present study correspond to the results of other studies in the relevant literature. Accordingly, there is actually a clear picture of the aspects in which conceptual knowledge e-ISSN: 2536-4758 http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/ problems are/would be experienced in relation to the concept of radian. In the light of the findings of this study and other studies in the literature, quantitative studies might also be conducted concerning the connection of the concept of radian with other trigonometric concepts.
